Shootout
Team Ireland Ranked Event

Qualifying
Bowlers will bowl Five games to determine their seeding into the final.

The Field will be cut to 20
Following this bowler’s will put be placed into ‘pods’ based off their seeding, (1st seed = Player1 Lane 1, 2nd Seed Player2 Lane 1, 3rd Seed Player1
Lane 2, 4th Seed player2 Lane 2.

Final Step 1
Bowlers will play 2 games in their respected pods,
The top two from each ‘pod’ will qualify to final step 2 along with the two highest overall scores outside of the qualifiers. (12 bowlers)

Final Step 2.
Participants are to be placed into three pods and will bowl a further 2 games with the highest two scores from each pod advancing to the next round
along with the two highest overall scores outside of the pod qualifiers. (8 Bowlers)

Final Step 3.
Participants are to be placed into two pods (8) and will bowl a further two games with the highest two scores from each pod advancing. (4)

Final Step 4
4 Bowlers will Bowl two games to determine positions 1-4.

Entry fee €40. To enter please contact Mark Delany at A.L.S.A.A Bowl or email or
team.ireland@tenpinbowling.ie by the 27th of March.

Shootout
Team Ireland Ranked Event
Prize Fund
1st €300
2nd€160
3rd€125
4th€100

Information
1.Handicap is based off 80% of 210.
2.Ranking Points will be allocated after Qualifying portion of the event is finished.
3.If entries exceed 30 participants there will be two qualifying squads on Saturday the 30th at 10:00 and 12:15.
4.Tournament manager’s decisions are final. Complaints or appeals can be emailed to team.ireland@tenpinbowling.ie within 24hrs of the
issue.
5.The Lane Pattern will be 2018 WMC Los Angeles 38ft.

Schedule
Saturday 30th
10:00 Qualifying Squad A
12:00 Qualifying Squad B (If needed)

Sunday 31st
*Final Step timings are preliminary and are subject to change in the case of being ahead of schedule or delayed.*
09:30-09:50 Check in
10:00 Final Step 1
11:00 Final Step 2
12:00 Final Step 3
13:00 Final Step 4
14:00 Presentation

Entry fee €40. To enter please contact Mark Delany at A.L.S.A.A Bowl or email or
team.ireland@tenpinbowling.ie by the 27th of March.

